
PDSA Protocol 2018-19 

Teacher: Date: 

PLAN 

What do we want them to learn?  

❏ Instructional Unit – Implement backwards design process 

❏ Standards – Determine which standards will be deployed in a three week instructional unit 
❏ Develop daily “I can statements” in student-friendly language. The learning targets are tied 

to the appropriate standard. 
❏ Develop formative/summative assessment items BEFORE the learning process begins. 

❏ Develop common summative assessment questions congruent/correlated to the standards. 
❏ Congruent assessment questions align to the standards. 
❏ Scaffold correlated assessment questions. 

DO 

How will they learn it? 

❏ Design and deliver effective congruent/correlated instructional strategies. 

STUDY 

How will we know when they have learned it? 

❏ Analyze GradeCam Classes by Question 
Chart/ Teachers by Question Chart 

❏ Analyze Longitudinal Data Chart on the 
original test and retake 

❏ Analyze the GradeCam Standards Overview Chart on each standard assessed. 

❏ Analyze Student Voice:  Process Analysis ( + / Δ) with students 

ACT 

How will we respond when they have not demonstrated mastery? 

Level I Student RTI 
❏ Reteach the standards to the student who did not master the standards/skills. 

Standard Analysis 
❏ Reteach and reassess standards/skills less than 80%. 

How will we respond when they have demonstrated mastery? 

❏ Provide accelerated learning opportunities for students who have already mastered the 
standards/skills to ensure continuous growth. 

http://plc-protocol.countyhs.pulaski.schoolfusion.us/modules/groups/integrated_home.phtml?gid=4341665&sessionid=5c889ae46bb131dd0e1eab466a06fb4e&t=660529985a9c4ac8660e147fa2a2d52c
http://plc-protocol.countyhs.pulaski.schoolfusion.us/modules/groups/integrated_home.phtml?gid=4341665&sessionid=5c889ae46bb131dd0e1eab466a06fb4e&t=660529985a9c4ac8660e147fa2a2d52c


Identify a Problem of Practice 

❏ Is it data based? (Required) 
❏ Is it something that is bothering you enough that your thoughts regularly return to the dilemma? 
❏ Is it an issue/dilemma that is not already on its way to being resolved? 
❏ Is it an issue/ dilemma that does not depend on getting other people to change (in other words, can 

you affect the dilemma by changing your practice)? 
❏ Is it something that is important to you, and is it something you are actually willing to work on? 

OR Identify a Promising Practice 

❏ Is it data based? (Required) 
❏ Is it something that has positively impacted student achievement and engagement? 
❏ Is it something that is important to you, and is something that others could benefit from including in 

their instruction? 

  
 


